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JUST IN TIME (JIT) 
COACHING 
A UNIQUE COACHING PROCESS 
 
 
JIT Coaching® is a unique, dynamic personalized coaching process significantly different than the industry 
standard ‘mystery shop.’  Most companies shop their sales professionals to gather metrics and hopefully improve 
productivity but miss the opportunity of developing and reinforcing good skills and techniques. Just in Time 
coaching does just that, we deliver personalized coaching and on the spot feedback that not only reinforces 
essential sales skills, but motivates the sales person to improve.   
 
Our coaching process supports our tactical sales skills as it relates to the probing process, presenting, overcoming 
objections and the close.  We invite the sales leader to join the coaching/feedback element of the call which 
enables the leader to assist with further development, and acknowledge what is being done well.  Within 24 
hours, the sales leader is provided with a recording of the call as well as a written synopsis.  These tools enable 
the sales leader and manager to continue on with their sales development.  
 
Sales leaders have access to our call database so they can update their team’s information, run reports and look 
at past call history any time.         
 
HOW IT WORKS: 

• The Coach will retrieve market segment and scenario preferences from the database about the sales 
professional they are calling to ensure the call is ‘real life’.  

• The Coach will verify their scenario is accurate with the sales leader before they begin the process.   
• At the conclusion of the call, the Coach alerts the sales professional they have just received a JIT Coaching® 

Call, introduces themselves and invites their leader to join them on the call for the feedback and coaching.   
• The coaching is based on our SMART® Feedback process – Sensitive, Meaningful, Accurate, Reinforcing 

and Timely.  
• Within 24 hours of the call being completed, a detailed synopsis is emailed to the sales leader with 

information to access the recording of the call.  
 
INCOMPLETE CALL: 

• Eight attempts are made to reach the sales person, keeping the sales leader informed along the way. If 
the sales person is unreachable, we close out the call and it is charged at full price. 

 
RFP OR PROPOSAL PROCESS: 
In addition to our standard JIT Coaching® Call, there are options for including an evaluation of the proposal 
process as part of the JIT Coaching® Call: 
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• Phone Inquiry – At the conclusion of the inquiry call (as outlined above) the Coach would request a 
proposal be sent. The Coach would provide a legitimate and believable email address matching the 
scenario from the call for the proposal to be sent to. The JIT Coaching® Call would continue until the 
proposal is received from the sales professional. At that time the Coach would contact the sales 
professional and advise that it was a JIT Coaching® Call and conduct the one-on-one feedback session. 
Feedback and coaching are given on both how the inquiry was handled and the quality of the proposal 
received. 

 
• Electronic or Email RFP submission – The inquiry would be submitted to the sales professional/hotel via 

email or electronic RFP (via hotel website). This would initiate the JIT Coaching® Call. The Coach would 
provide legitimate and believable contact information (phone number and email address matching the 
inquiry scenario) for the sales professional to contact the Coach/client to follow-up on the RFP. The “call” 
is then evaluated on how the sales professional responds to the inquiry (do they call/email the client to 
further qualify and uncover the client’s needs or do they reply directly with a proposal). The JIT Coaching® 
Call would continue until a proposal is received or until 24 hours passes with no response from the 
hotel/sales professional. At that time the Coach would contact the sales professional and advise that it 
was a JIT Coaching® Call and conduct the one-on-one feedback session. Feedback and coaching is given 
on both how the inquiry was handled and the quality of the proposal received. 
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